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Made in HIS own image

Genesis 1:27 
"So God created mankind in his own image".

Shalom!

During our childhood when we are asked to, write about a person, whom you admire the 
most….first thing that comes to our mind is, our parents, then other role models who had 
been achievers.

But, when God had the option, of creating a human being, HE thought of making us "in HIS 
image" ? Why" HIS image"?  Have you ever pondered over it?   HE could have sketched a new 
being, from nothingness, with new specifics, as HE had done with other creatures.

NO.....HE did not spend a spec of a seconds, looking for options. HE was clear in HIS mind to 
create the new being "like HIM"   which itself meant that a) HE knew that there cannot be one
as perfect and HOLY like HIM b) HE knew that this image is % perfect with ZERO defects. c) 
HE knew that HE can go to any extent to save this new being because HE is the creator.

Now, when someone else tells us that we resemble one of those "who's who"...you feel happy 
and be a little high. You start imitating either his/her style / dress / walk / talk etc.so that 
people can identify and correlate.

Coming back to our living word, we read that we had been made in his own image, which 
mean we resembles like HIM. We should start imitating like HIM. We should be Happy, and be 
proud of it for looking like our GOD the creator of Heaven and Earth.  Every part of our body 
has been made in its uniqueness with LOVE. 

So be Happy and Joyful for all that YOU are.:)
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